Kia is the newest and most exciting force of change in the automotive world and we are ready to change the way you
feel and think about driving. More than just a promise, we are committed to making driving a true pleasure for customers
across the globe. With youthful and dynamic styling and the latest in advanced technologies, Kia cars are turning heads
the world over with the power to surprise. From the Picanto to the Telluride, Kia offers a full lineup of sedans, SUVs and
MPVs that are not only practical and stylish but downright exhilarating to drive. Keep your eyes on Kia because our best
has yet to come.
About Kia Motors Corporation

Kia Motors (www.kia.com) is a maker of world-class quality vehicles for the young-at-heart. Founded in 1944, Kia
today sells around 3 million vehicles a year in over 190 countries, with 52,000 employees worldwide, annual
revenues of over KRW 58 trillion (about US$50 billion) and manufacturing facilities in six countries. Kia is
spearheading the transition to electric vehicles and pursuing mobility services to help tackle urban challenges
around the world. The company's brand slogan – "The Power to Surprise" – represents Kia’s global commitment to
surprise the world with exciting, inspiring experiences that go beyond expectations.
For more information, please visit the Kia Motors Global Media Center at www.kianewscenter.com

https://www.facebook.com/Kiamotorsworldwide

https://twitter.com/Kia_Motors

https://www.instagram.com/kiamotorsworldwide/

https://www.youtube.com/user/KiaBUZZ
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Big on personality
Along with its tough and dynamic appearance, the new Kia Sonet offers some truly refreshing
combinations: Ruggedness and refinement. Roominess and fuel economy. Simple controls and
forward-thinking technology. Compact size and endless possibilities.

Charisma to spare
To match its go-anywhere capabilities, the new Kia Sonet features
sporty SUV contours and trim elements, along with a versatile rear
hatch that makes traveling and running errands a breeze. It's the
perfect combination of fun and functionality.
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1. Full LED headlamps with LED DRLs The
alluring shape of the Sonet’s front grill and light
housings is inspired by the eyes and nose of a tiger.

2. LED rear lamps Heartbeat-pattern LED tail
lamps are both stylish and functional.
3. C-pillars The sturdy C-pillars behind the rear
doors feature sporty trim accents that highlight
the shapes of the tailgate and rear side windows.
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4. Diamond-cut 16-inch alloy wheels Alloy
wheels with smooth, angled silver spoke
elements give the impression of motion, even
when standing still.

High-tech meets low-stress
View the road from a commanding height, with sufficient comfort
and technology to keep your mind at ease. The refined Kia Sonet
gives everyone plenty of room to stretch, and offers convenient
new connectivity to help you stay informed and entertained.

8-inch display audio & smart phone connectivity In addition to its easy
touch controls for the audio system, the 8-inch TFT-LCD audio display can
show the screen image of a paired, compatible mobile phone by wireless phone
projection using the Android Auto and Apple Carplay apps.

4.2-inch supervision cluster A full-color

Wireless smartphone charger Charge a

Bose sound system A 7-speaker BOSE Premium

Rear View Monitor (RVM) When the transmission

instrument cluster keeps you abreast of what's
going on under the hood.

compatible mobile phone wirelessly on the
cooled pad at the front of the center console.

Sound System includes loud Super65 drivers in front
and an Nd woofer in the rear for stunning audio
performance.

is in reverse, the 8-inch audio display shows the
area behind the Sonet, with parking guidelines
superimposed on the video image.

Quality time, all the time
Everyone can ride comfortably on long trips thanks to plenty of
front and rear seat headroom and legroom. The seats are firm
and comfortable, while cupholders, USB outlets, and storage
areas are well within reach of every occupant.

Precision-enhanced simplicity
A well-matched drivetrain offers reliable and invigorating
performance and handling around town. Safety and performance
are integrated better than ever before thanks to computational
power and a new platform design.

6 airbags & remarkable rigidity The Sonet offers the protection of a
6-airbag SRS system. High strength steel is applied throughout to improve
rigidity, redirect impact forces, and protect the cabin and its occupants.

Drive mode & traction control On automatic
models, the supervision cluster displays
the status of the drive mode and traction
control systems.

Parking Distance Warning (PDW) With ultrasonic
sensors mounted on the front and rear bumpers,
PDW warns of any obstacles when you maneuver
into tight spaces.

Smartstream G1.5
Maximum power: 115 ps
Maximum torque: 14.7 kg·m

Hill-start Assist Control (HAC) When you are
stopped on an incline, HAC momentarily holds
the brake as you move your foot to the
accelerator, so you can make a safe, smooth start.

Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS) If a tire's

CVT and 6-speed manual transmission The CVT

pressure drops below a defined level, a warning on
the supervision cluster shows you which tire is affected.

automatically matches the effective ratios to engine and
driving conditions. The 6-speed manual transmission
lets you switch gears quickly and precisely.

Gear up for adventure
Maybe you're setting off on your own expedition, or maybe you
just like to look prepared for one. The Sonet is available with
exterior and interior options and accessories for motorists who
are ready to explore the back roads or city boulevards.
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1. Radiator grill / Front bumper and skid plate
2. Rear bumper and skid plate
3. Sunroof
4. Projection fog lamps
5. Outside mirrors with auto fold
6. Roof rack
7. Beltline chrome molding
8. Chrome outside door handles
9. Door garnish molding
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10. 392ℓ cargo capacity
11. Ventilated front seats
12. Ventilation for 2nd row passengers
13. Full auto temperature control
14. Auto light control
15. Bluetooth voice recognition
16. Cruise control
17. Engine start/stop button
18. Alloy pedals
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Black One-tone Interior

One-tone Body Colors

Black artificial leather

Clear White (UD)

Glacier White Pearl (GWP)

Steel Silver (KLG)

Gravity Gray (KDG)

Aurora Black Pearl (ABP)

Beige Gold (QYG)

Intense Red (A6R)

Intelligency Blue (BNB)

Glacier White Pearl (GB2)

Intense Red (GB3)

Beige Gold (GC1)

Black cloth

Two-tone Body Colors

Beige Two-tone Interior

Steel Silver (GB1)

Roof color: Aurora Black Pearl

Beige artificial leather

Beige cloth

Gravity Gray (GB4)

Intelligency Blue (GB6)

Roof color: Clear White

EX
EX

15” Steel Wheel Cover

※ All information contained herein was based upon the latest available
information at the time of printing. Descriptions are believed to be correct,
and Kia Motors Corporation makes every effort to ensure accuracy,
however accuracy cannot be guaranteed. From time to time, Kia Motors
Corporation may need to update or make changes to the vehicle features
and other vehicle information reported in this brochure. Some vehicles
shown include optional equipment that may not be available in some
regions. All video and camera screens shown are simulated. Kia Motors
Corporation, by the publication and dissemination of this material, does
not create any warranties, either express or implied, for any Kia products.
Contact your local Kia dealer for the most current information.

16” Steel Wheel Cover

16” Alloy Wheel

ⓒ 2020 Kia Motors Corporation. Reproduction of the contents of this
material without the permission of Kia Motors Corporation is prohibited.

Dimensions (mm)
16-inch tire based
Overall length

4,120
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Overall width
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